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Do You Know Where Your Competition Is?

Consultants and researchers 
often use “price-value maps” 
to portray and analyze the 
competitive state of industries, 

firms, and brands. In new research, Tuck 
Professors Koen Pauwels and Richard 
D’Aveni have created an innovative meth-
od of using such maps as a diagnostic 
tool to uncover the nature and structural 
changes of competition in fast-changing 
markets. Their findings may help man-
agers anticipate shifts in volatile, com-
petitive environments and help them 
profit from change. “There’s no money to 
be made in equilibrium,” says Pauwels. 
“Managers are more interested in know-
ing when conditions change and how to 
prepare to reap profits from that change.”

With the U.S. car industry as their test 
bed, Pauwels and D’Aveni use hedonic 
price regressions as their primary re-
search tool. This well-known technique 
decomposes a product into its constitu-
ent characteristics and determines the 
value of each. The price of a car, for ex-
ample, represents its individual charac-
teristics—comfort, style, fuel economy, 
safety, and so on. 

Changes in the price-value relationship—
that is, changes in the estimated coeffi-
cients of the hedonic regression—imply 
important changes in market share for 

different firms. And while hedonic pricing 
usually rests on the assumption of separate 
and efficient markets for essential quality, 
Pauwels and D’Aveni advance the tech-
nique into the more relevant settings of 
oligopolistic competition, resource-based 
competition, and hypercompetition. 

Competition in the sports/sporty car 
segment was identified as being oligop-
olistic. From their hedonic price regres-
sions, the authors found the expected 
evidence: little change or volatility in 
primary and secondary dimensions of 
quality and high payoffs from increases 
in the primary quality variable. Though 
many car makers could produce a qual-
ity sports car, newcomers—without 
established status and brand strength—
would face significant barriers. And the 
few existing makers have a collective 
vested interest in keeping things that 
way. “It’s a very pleasant environment for 
profitability,” says D’Aveni. “You get the 
highest margins in that kind of world.”

By contrast, competition in the SUV 
market is resource-based, characterized 
by little competition on the primary 
quality dimension—the vehicle’s “plat-
form” of size, capacity, and power—but 
considerable competition around second-
ary features such as comfort and safety. 
In resource-based markets, firms use their 
resources to redefine quality by creating 
new and unique product features, imply-
ing that the total range of quality will in-
crease and that the volatility of secondary 
dimensions of quality will be high.

Hypercompetition is turbulent and cha-
otic, characterized by constant redefini-
tion and improvement of primary qual-
ity dimensions and price. The small-car 
market is a particularly vivid example in 
which Pauwels and D’Aveni found three 
different primary quality dimensions—
platform, Consumer Reports ratings, and 
antilock brakes—over a six-year period. 
The key to success in a hypercompetitive 
market, say the researchers, is getting to 
the next big idea first, time after time. 
“There’s no such thing as a sustainable 

competitive advantage,” says Pauwels. 
“The only advantage is being able to run 
faster than competitors and in the right 
direction.”

Business strategists can take several in-
sights away from this work. First, it’s im-
portant to be aware that competition is 
different in different markets and at dif-
ferent times. A company will perform best 
in a competitive environment that fits its 
strengths, whether that’s making incre-
mental improvements in the status quo 
or thinking and innovating fast. Also, by 
observing changes in the price/quality re-
lationship, it’s possible to predict when the 
basis of competition is about to shift and 
to prepare for the change.

In many industries, markets tend to 
move from oligopolistic competition 
to resource-based to hypercompetition. 
Knowing where you are in that progres-
sion can be vital.

And finally, it’s important to remember 
that change is constant. “Without the 
skill to change,” says D’Aveni, “you won’t 
survive in increasingly unstable markets. 
Get out now or be destroyed by the con-
stant turmoil.”

Professors at Dartmouth’s Tuck 
School of Business have developed an 
enhanced tool to help managers as-
sess changes in the price-value rela-
tionship (and competitive position) of 
their companies, brands and business 
sectors. Using the well-known tech-
nique of hedonic price regressions, 
they apply it to the arenas of oligopo-
listic competition, resource-based 
competition, and hypercompetition. 
This article originally appeared in 
Tuck Forum, Winter 2007, pub-
lished by the Tuck School of Busi-
ness at Dartmouth, www.tuck.dart-
mouth.edu/pdf/vol10_iss1.pdf.

Work in Progress

Filling the Knowledge Gaps in
Database Marketing

Consider churn. Marketers understand churn as the percentage of

customers who discontinue a service or subscription during a speci-

fied period. Think cell phones and cable TV. Research on churn has

created models that identify which customers will defect, and savvy

marketers carry out “rescue” operations to retain them. But do we

know how accurate the predictive model is? How valuable rescued

customers are? What the ROI of a successful rescue is? What the

cost of inadvertently rescuing nonchurners is?

Enter Scott Neslin, Albert Wesley Frey Professor of Marketing.

He certainly doesn’t know all the answers, but he and his coauthors

are creating a much better way of finding them. Their very big

book—Database Marketing: Theory and Practice—summarizes,

distills, and synthesizes the academic research that has been done

across the full spectrum of database marketing. It is a joint effort

with Robert C. Blattberg, Polk Bros. Distinguished Professor of

Retailing at Kellogg School of Management, and Byungdo Kim,

Professor of Marketing at Seoul National University’s Graduate

School of Business Administration.

Neither a textbook nor a how-to for marketing personnel,

Database Marketing describes and analyzes frameworks for

research and practice. “It’s a book for faculty at business schools

and high-level database marketing practitioners such as those

working in marketing analytics groups who are building statistical

models for their companies,” says Neslin. “It’s extremely applicable

to the real world. Many of the methods described in the book are

in fact used by companies on a routine basis. Several, however, are

not but could be, and that’s the link from theory to practice.”

Take the problem of managing customer churn. The authors

identify the factors that determine the profitability of a churn

management program and organize them in an intuitive way.

Most important, they identify which factors have been adequately

researched and inform practice as to how these factors can be

quantified. Then they identify which factors need to be better

understood—the gaps of knowledge.

Says Neslin, “Database marketers are slowly experimenting

with these issues as best they can, testing and testing but only on a

need-to-know basis. We feel we can provide a roadmap to help us

get there faster.”

Blattberg R, Kim B, and Neslin, S A, Database Marketing: Theory and
Practice, forthcoming
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Business strategists can take several insights away

from this work. First, it’s important to be aware that com-

petition is different in different markets and at different

times. A company will perform best in a competitive envi-
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and innovating fast.

Also, by observing changes in the price/quality rela-

tionship, it’s possible to predict when the basis of compe-

tition is about to shift and to prepare for the change.

In many industries, markets tend to move from oligopo-

listic competition to resource-based to hypercompetition.

Knowing where you are in that progression can be vital.

And finally, it’s important to remember that change is

constant. “Without the skill to change,” says D’Aveni,

“you won’t survive in increasingly unstable markets. Get

out now or be destroyed by the constant turmoil.”
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Competition (continued from page 1)

Primary Dimensions of Quality Among Small Cars

*R2 represents the extent to which the quality dimension is able to explain price.




